
Subject: Ada Whitlock X4682
Date: Tue, 26 Nov 2002 19:09:23 +0000
From: "David J. Cox" <davidgeol72@hotmail.com>
To: whitlock@bcegg.com

Dear Peter,
It was a great surprise to receive your letter, the only response to my
entry in Family Tree!
The hunt for Thomas Benjamin started when I found him on the 1891 Census
living with my father John Francis and their widowed mother Charlotte Cox
(Nix) in Henly Street, Birmingham. I had never heard him mentioned by any of
the family.
Research in the GRO indexes produced his Marriage Certificate, having two
Christian names helped!
On the Marr. Cert. details are; -
Thomas Benjamin Cox, 23, Bachelor, Plane maker, 70 Henly Street, father John
Cox, Plane maker
Ada Whitlock, 21, Spinster, no occupation, 27 Auckland Road, father Walter
Whitlock, Tin Plate worker.
Married at Christ Church, Sparkbrook, Aston, on 28 April 1894.
Further searching produced a Death Cert. Dated 22 March 1935, death in
General Hospital of Thomas Benjamin Cox, male, 64, of 38 Dale Street,
Smethwick, Staffordshire, a General Engineer, Perforated Gastric Ulcer, no
p.m., informant was T.Cox, son, of 191 Spies Lane, Quinton.
I would assume that the ‘T’ is for Thomas but ‘Cox’ and ‘Thomas’ are very
common names and the search has languished. Your letter has sparked a
renewed interest!
The main reason for the search is the fact that, apart from our daughter,
there are no other living relatives of my Cox line known to me.
I too had looked on the 1881 CD ROM version of the Census and the only
Walter Whitlocks found were in Hampshire. One, [on RG11/1219, fol 25, page
40] is given as ‘Tinplate worker’ but no Ada present, the other is shown [on
RG11/1218, fol 47, p. 30] as ‘Bricklayer’ and has a daughter Ada aged 12.
This has not been pursued further, yet.
Very many thanks for contacting me, in view of your ‘connections’ with
Langtree and Alwington is there anything that you would like, such as
photographs, of the area? They are both fairly close to us here, 12 miles
and 10 miles respectively, so it would be quite easy to do.
Kind regards - David Cox.
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